QSAR models for toxicity of organic substances to Daphnia magna built up by using the CORAL freeware.
CORAL (CORrelations And Logic, http://www.insilico.eu/coral/) is a freeware available on the Internet. This freeware is designed to build up quantitative structure - property/activity relationships. The molecular structure for CORAL should be represented by the simplified molecular input line entry system (SMILES). Optimal descriptors calculated with SMILES are a mathematical function of the presence or absence of SMILES elements. The essence of this approach is the calculation of correlation weights for each element or combination of the elements by the Monte Carlo method. These coefficients serve to calculate the descriptors correlated with the endpoint for the training set, hoping that this correlation will also hold for the external test set. These descriptors can be improved by taking into account global physicochemical situations in molecules. An example of the physicochemical situation is the presence of oxygen and nitrogen. One can calculate these situations with SMILES and represent them by combining 0 (absence) and 1 (presence). The involving in the modelling of correlation weights of aforementioned physicochemical situations gave improvement in accuracy of models of toxicity to Daphnia magna for test set: n(test) = 75, r(2) = 0.7322, r(2) (pred) = 0.7193, r(2) (m) = 0.6549 (without correlation weights of the physicochemical situations); and n(test) = 75, r(2) = 0.7897, r(2) (pred) = 0.7790, r(2) (m) = 0.6850 (with aforementioned correlation weights of physicochemical situations).